Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Carotid Atherosclerotic Plaque in Clinically Suspected Acute Transient Ischemic Attack and Acute Ischemic Stroke
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Background—Carotid atherosclerotic plaque rupture is thought to cause transient ischemic attack (TIA) and ischemic stroke (IS). Pathological hallmarks of these plaques have been identified through observational studies. Although generally accepted, the relationship between cerebral thromboembolism and in situ atherosclerotic plaque morphology has never been directly observed noninvasively in the acute setting.

Methods and Results—Consecutive acutely symptomatic patients referred for stroke protocol magnetic resonance imaging/angiography underwent additional T1- and T2-weighted carotid bifurcation imaging with the use of a 3-dimensional technique with blood signal suppression. Two blinded reviewers performed plaque gradings according to the American Heart Association classification system. Discharge outcomes and brain magnetic resonance imaging results were obtained. Image quality for plaque characterization was adequate in 86 of 106 patients (81%). Eight TIA/IS patients with noncarotid pathogenesis were excluded, yielding 78 study patients (38 men and 40 women with a mean age of 64.3 years, SD 14.7) with 156 paired watershed vessel/cerebral hemisphere observations. Thirty-seven patients had 40 TIA/IS events. There was a significant association between type VI plaque (demonstrating cap rupture, hemorrhage, and/or thrombosis) and ipsilateral TIA/IS ($P<0.001$). A multiple logistic regression model including standard Framingham risk factors and type VI plaque was constructed. Type VI plaque was the dominant outcome-associated observation achieving significance ($P<0.0001$; odds ratio, 11.66; 95% confidence interval, 5.31 to 25.60).

Conclusions—In situ type VI carotid bifurcation region plaque identified by magnetic resonance imaging is associated with ipsilateral acute TIA/IS as an independent identifier of events, thereby supporting the dominant disease pathophysiology.
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Because of its ability to image with the use of blood pool contrast techniques, lumenography is now the mainstay in clinical identification and management of coronary, carotid, and peripheral artery atherosclerotic disease. Catheter x-ray arteriography has been the gold standard for stenosis quantification in clinical trials, establishing the benefit of endarterectomy in critical carotid artery stenosis.¹⁻³ However, lumenographic atherosclerosis imaging has significant limitations. Glagov et al⁴ first introduced the concept of positive lumen remodeling, suggesting a preserved lumen despite significant intramural plaque burden. Longitudinal studies of arteriographic coronary artery stenosis subsequently established that lesions $<50\%$ more often lead to acute myocardial infarction than stenotic lesions.⁵⁻⁶ Since these observations were made, the concept has evolved that plaque characteristics may relate better than stenosis to thromboembolic risk. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) holds great clinical promise in this regard because of excellent tissue contrast and spatial resolution, as demonstrated by important observational studies incorporating histology.⁷⁻¹⁰ Recent advances in 3-dimensional (3D) pulse programming techniques have greatly increased the anatomic accuracy, time efficiency, and overall clinical applicability of high-resolution MRI.¹¹⁻¹²
A prospective observational study of cerebrovascular events incorporating baseline MRI of the vessel wall among clinically stable patients with carotid stenosis has been reported and is ongoing. MRI-identified risk factors associated with subsequent events include intraplaque hemorrhage and a thin, ruptured fibrous cap. To date, no studies have examined carotid plaque characteristics in patients presenting acutely with neurological symptoms compatible with stroke or transient ischemic attack (TIA). Thus, we hypothesized that MR wall imaging in acutely unstable patients with symptoms of TIA or stroke would help to relate plaque characteristics to the acute clinical event. We utilized efficient MRI pulse sequences and a MRI-modified American Heart Association (AHA) plaque grading method to ascertain the features of fibrous cap disruption, intraplaque hemorrhage, and/or luminal thrombus in situ as they related to ischemic stroke (IS) and TIA occurring within 48 hours of cerebrovascular sign/symptom onset.

**Methods**

**Patient Selection**

The research protocol was approved by the local institutional review board. Consecutive hospital and emergency department patients with acute TIA/IS symptoms referred for stroke protocol MRI examination underwent additional research protocol imaging from December 22, 2004, through August 22, 2005. Included clinical referrals were limited to those demonstrating onset of, within 48 hours of MRI stroke protocol examination, a transient or persistent neurological deficit including diminished mental status, aphasia, monocular blindness, and motor and/or sensory deficit. In 25% of cases, the entire examination or the additional sequences were not performed because of absolute (pacemaker) or relative (tremor, claustrophobia) contraindications.

**MRI Protocol**

High-resolution T1- and T2-weighted black-blood 3D turbo spin echo pulse sequences were developed on site and optimized for use with the clinical stroke protocol receiver coil array. Blood signal suppression (“black blood”) was achieved with the use of a standard double-inversion recovery preparation, which combines nonspatially selective and spatially selective radio-frequency pulses. Pulse sequence parameters for the T1-weighted 3D turbo spin echo acquisition included the following: repetition time/echo time, 800/24 ms; echo train length, 27; averages, 2; matrix, 243×448; and pulse sequence parameters for the T2-weighted acquisition included the following: repetition time/echo time, 2000/132 ms; echo train length, 51; number of excitations, 2; matrix, 255×448.16–18 Both acquisitions used the following: field of view, 12.6×22.0 cm; true in-plane resolution, 0.5×0.5 mm; z axis coverage, 66 mm; slice thickness, 3.0 mm reconstructed at 1.5-mm intervals. The additional imaging added 11 minutes 10 seconds to the total examination time.

All studies were single-coil setup routine stroke protocol MRI examinations performed on a Sonata 1.5-T MR scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern, Pa) utilizing a commercially available, Food and Drug Administration–approved 3-coil receiver array (birdcage-head, butterfly-neck, and cervical-spine elements). The routine clinical stroke protocol examination excluding the plaque imaging protocol consisted of phase-contrast localizer sequences, axial T1-weighted, axial T2-weighted, axial fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), and axial diffusion-weighted intracranial acquisitions, as well as magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) examinations that included an intracranial 3D time of flight acquisition and an aortic arch through circle of Willis dynamic gadolinium-enhanced, digital mask-subtracted acquisition.

**MR Image Review**

All clinical hospital services were blinded to the research imaging results. A single reviewer scored image quality from 1 to 5 (5=best) after the stroke protocol examinations. The image clarity was largely dependent on adequate signal-to-noise ratio at vessel depth based on receiver coil positioning, body habitus, and anatomic bifurcation level because these matched with the sensitivity coverage of the inflexible and blindly prepositioned receiver coil arrangement. If 1 bifurcation level was of poor quality, the patient was excluded. To a lesser degree, swallowing motion, respiratory motion, and impulse motion artifacts (only in severely dolichoectatic vessels) limited resolution at the boundaries of coil coverage. Studies with image quality <3 were excluded from further analysis.

Two independent reviewers were blinded to all patient data and complementary imaging. Electronically archived research vessel wall images were reviewed along with corresponding axially reconstructed contrast-enhanced MRA images and a tissue-subtracted contrast-enhanced MRA maximum intensity projection image set. A standardized research display protocol with integrated multiplanar reconstruction tool was utilized.

Table 1. Demographic Details for the 78 Evaluated Patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>No. (or Mean)</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type VI atheroma</td>
<td>41 (of 156 carotid observations)</td>
<td>26.3 (of 156 carotid observations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking history</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyslipidemia</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>64.3±14.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Eligibility of the subjects included in the analysis. TOAST indicates Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment.
Table 2. Cervical Carotid Atheroma Incidence, Correlating Dimensional Analysis and Observed Neurological Events of the Study Patients: Correlation of AHA Type VI Plaque Presence With Outcomes of Study Patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atheroma Lesion Type</th>
<th>Total No. Observed, Incidence (%)</th>
<th>No. With Neurological Events (TIA/IS)</th>
<th>No. Without Neurological Events</th>
<th>Proportion Affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHA type I-II</td>
<td>7 (4)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA type III</td>
<td>50 (32)</td>
<td>8 (3/3)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA type IV–V</td>
<td>29 (19)</td>
<td>4 (1/3)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA type VI</td>
<td>41 (26)</td>
<td>23 (11/12)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.56 (P&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA type VII</td>
<td>12 (8)</td>
<td>3 (2/1)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA type VIII</td>
<td>17 (11)</td>
<td>2 (0/2)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–99% stenosis</td>
<td>4 (2)</td>
<td>3 (0/3)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Atherosclerotic plaque was identified on the basis of the presence of circumferential or eccentric wall thickening. Identified plaques were localized and graded according to the MRI-modified AHA atherosclerotic plaque schema, which condenses the standard of 8 histological types into 6 MR-discernible types. AHA types I and II and types IV and V are combined on the basis of technical limitations of MRI contrast. A maximum intensity projection of the MRA data was used as an overall roadmap and simulated a catheter arteriogram. A consensus scoring between both reviewers was performed after independent scorings on both plaque grading and stenosis degree. Lesions with moderate and critical North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial stenosis by initial independent assessment were subject to consensus grading with the use of both visual assessment and geometric analysis.

Specific MRI Grading Method

The tissue grading method was based on prior work in our laboratory and details published by others. The bulk of structural plaque characterization was performed with the use of registered 3D black blood T1 and T2 data sets. General plaque components include lipid-rich core, hemorrhage, acute and organizing thrombus, calcification, and fibrous extracellular connective tissue. The distribution of these components could be defined by multispectral MRI with limitations related to the variable T1 and T2 signal intensity of hemorrhage. Fibrous cap integrity was best identified on axial white blood (contrast-enhanced MRA) images without tissue subtraction. The specific type VI grading was characterized by eccentric or uniform wall thickening with focally increased T1 and/or T2 wall signal intensity displaying a radial inhomogeneity pattern and level of contrast and margin definition that could only be explained by luminal thrombus and/or some element of acute intramural hematoma. Geographically associated penetration of blood into the wall on axially reconstructed MRA data was a very specific finding for type VI characterization. In the case of tandem or long segment plaques, 1 final grade was assigned per side on the basis of the following hierarchy by type: VI, IV/V, VIII, VII, III, and I/II.

Chart Review

After discharge, patient data were abstracted from the fully electronic medical record (CareCast version 2, IDX Systems, Burlington, Vt) by a chart reviewer blinded to all research imaging data. The emergency medical services/emergency department and/or inpatient chart was evaluated to determine the symptom onset time and cardiovascular risk factors. Brain MRI Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine time stamps were reviewed to confirm that imaging occurred within 48 hours of symptom onset. Discharge diagnosis was based on hospital discharge summary. In all TIA/IS cases, the Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment diagnostic classification was used to exclude patient events that were clinically attributable to a cardioembolic event, lacunar stroke, or other non-large-vessel atherosclerotic cause from further analysis. Thus, cryptogenic and large-vessel atherosclerotic lesions were selected as TIA/IS causes for inclusion in hypothesis testing. The complete patient inclusion algorithm is presented in Figure 1. Lateralizing symptoms were identified on the basis of standard clinical diagnostic methods. Aphasia was considered to indicate a left-sided cerebral ischemic event. In cases of IS, diffusion, apparent diffusion coefficient map, T2 FLAIR, and T2-weighted images were assessed to confirm the acuity of the ischemic event. In cases of TIA, patients with a clinically documented history of symptoms within 48 hours of imaging were considered positive outcomes. Thereby, cases of acute and hyperacute IS and acute TIA of large-vessel atherosclerotic and undetermined pathogenesis comprised positive outcomes for hypothesis testing.

Data Analysis

SAS version 9 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC) was used for data analysis. Statistical significance was considered to be P<0.05. Agreement data were used to quantify reliability, and the final consensus grading data were used to test the pathophysiological hypothesis. Dichotomous κ with a 95% confidence interval (CI) was employed to quantify agreement between the 2 reviewers in the type VI plaque grading. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression models relating TIA/IS prevalence to presence of ipsilateral type VI plaque and Framingham risk factors were created with the use of generalized estimating equation techniques to account for the within-subject correlation.

Results

Of completed studies, 81% (86 of 106 exams) had suitable image quality to be analyzed per protocol. The remaining 20 of 106 studies (19%) were excluded because of poor image quality, primarily due to patient motion.

Of 86 adequate-quality studies, 8 had a known non-large-vessel TIA/IS source: atrial fibrillation with anticoagulation failure (n=3), small-vessel disease (lacunar stroke) (n=2), previously diagnosed hypercoagulable state with anticoagulation failure (n=2), and cerebral arteriovenous malformation (n=1). These patients were excluded as detailed in Figure 1, yielding 78 patients with 156 paired carotid examinations for analysis: 78 right and 78 left plaque-type TIA/IS correlations.
A demographic profile including age and cardiovascular risk factors of included patients is presented in Table 1.

The plaque-type frequencies and associated neurological events are detailed in Tables 2 and 3.

Interobserver agreement for type VI grading was found to be 0.52 (95% CI, 0.30 to 0.73) on the left and 0.57 (95% CI, 0.35 to 0.78) on the right. Consensus grading data were used in all secondary analyses.

Thirty-seven patients had events, 3 bilaterally. Twenty-three of 156 carotid examinations demonstrated a type VI plaque with ipsilateral TIA/IS, 11 of 23 with acute TIA (within 48 hours of symptom onset) and 12 of 23 with acute or hyperacute stroke as diagnosed by MRI. Ninety-eight of 156 observations (63%) identified carotid lesions other than type VI in patients who did not have ipsilateral TIA/IS. Eighteen of 156 (11%) were considered false-positive tests demonstrating type VI plaques without TIA/IS outcomes.

Seventeen of 156 exams were considered false-negatives without type VI plaque and with TIA/IS. The plaque types observed in these patients consisted of 8 type III, 4 type IV/V, 3 type VII, and 2 type VIII associated with the neurological sequelae of TIA/IS as described above. The positive predictive value of type VI plaque for TIA/IS was 56%. A negative predictive value of 85% was observed. The association between observation of MRI type VI plaque and ipsilateral outcome of TIA/IS was significant at \( P < 0.0001 \).

In 4 of 156 observations, severe carotid stenosis (70% to 99%) was identified: 3 with ipsilateral TIA/IS (0/3), characterized as type VI, and 1 of 156 without ipsilateral TIA/IS, characterized as type IV/V. Moderate stenosis (30% to 69%) was observed in 9 of 156 sides, of which 3 demonstrated ipsilateral TIA/IS (1/2), all with ipsilateral type VI plaque. The remaining 6 of 9 cases of moderate stenosis did not have TIA/IS, including 3 type VI, 2 type IV/V, and 1 type VII. Mildly stenotic and nonstenotic vessels were observed in the remaining 143 of 156 sides, 16 of which had TIA/IS.

Table 4. Relative Effects of Various Modeled Risk Factors for TIA/IS in Study Patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor</th>
<th>Unadjusted Odds Ratio</th>
<th>Unadjusted 95% CI</th>
<th>Adjusted Odds Ratio</th>
<th>Adjusted 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type VI atheroma</td>
<td>12.39</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyslipidemia</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in years</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. A through G, Stenotic, ruptured, hemorrhagic/thrombotic type VI atherosclerotic plaque and acute embolic stroke. A 63-year-old man presented with acute onset of left-sided weakness, left neglect, and associated “blackouts.” He was imaged within 48 hours of symptom onset and underwent emergency carotid endarterectomy at 70 hours. A and B, T1- and T2-weighted blood-suppressed MR images demonstrate a large burden of internal carotid artery plaque. Axial sections A and B were obtained at a level indicated by the reference line labeled (a) on D, a maximum intensity projection of the MRA. The inset in image D illustrates axial MRA data at the level (a), with the hollow white arrowhead indicating a focal fading of the contrast column into the vessel wall compatible with the leading edge of a cap rupture. The lumen is indicated by a fine white arrow on A, B, and D (inset). C, E, and F demonstrate a magnification \( \times 10 \) hematoxylin-eosin–stained histological section of the endarterectomy specimen in the region of occlusion and corresponding axial T1- and T2-weighted images, all correlating with the reference line labeled (b) on MRA projection (D). These images demonstrate type VI atherosclerotic plaque comprised of hemorrhagic components in various stages of organization, with the lumen indicated (*). Fresh blood is demonstrated in the paraluminal 12 o’clock position, with organizing red and white thrombus demonstrated ranging from the paraluminal 3 (most organized) through 6 o’clock (least organized) positions. Chronic and fibrotic organized thrombus occupies the peripheral wall spanning the 1 through 4 o’clock positions. Calcification is distributed in the extreme peripheral wall circumferentially ranging from the 11 through 3 o’clock positions. The patient suffered multiple acute strokes in the right carotid watershed as demonstrated on the clinical cerebral diffusion-weighted image (G).
Logistic regressions correcting for within-patient correlation of right- and left-sided arteries with the use of generalized estimating equations were performed, including the presence of ipsilateral type VI plaque and standard cardiovascular risk factors. Ipsilateral type VI plaque was the dominant risk factor ($P<0.0001$; odds ratio, 11.66; 95% CI, 5.31 to 25.60). Current cigarette smoking and age also showed significant associations ($P=0.044$; odds ratio, 2.33; 95% CI, 1.02 to 5.33 for current smoking and $P=0.047$; odds ratio, 1.04; 95% CI, 1.00 to 1.07 for age). No other risk factors reached statistical significance, although all showed a positive correlation. Severe stenosis (70% to 99%) was identified in 4 cases, and this was too infrequent to incorporate into the model with reliability. The detailed results are summarized in Tables 2, 3, and 4.

**Discussion**

Despite known statistical and pathophysiological limitations, lumenographically defined stenosis in combination with a history of TIA/IS remains the standard for identifying clinically significant carotid artery disease. MRI plaque characterization offers improved definition of this heterogeneous disease process, potentially before the onset of symptomatic disease.

In this study of patients imaged for gold standard diagnosis of acute TIA/IS by MRI, we found that MRI-identified type VI atherosclerotic plaque of the carotid bifurcation is strongly associated with ipsilateral acute TIA/IS. By definition, type VI atherosclerotic plaque demonstrates a large burden of extracellular lipid-necrotic material and has associated acute intramural hemorrhage, cap rupture, and/or intraluminal thrombus. Modern pathological models have related this morphology to acute ischemic events. To our knowledge, this is the first large cross-sectional study applying MRI plaque imaging to patients in close temporal association with the onset of symptoms, thereby directly relating the type VI morphology to acute cerebral ischemia of cryptogenic or large-vessel atherosclerotic cause.

These observational data support the concept of plaque vulnerability leading to rupture and thromboembolic ischemic syndromes. Our study population included those clinically identified as having a high probability of acute stroke. As expected, a significant proportion of these patients had an ipsilateral acute diffusion abnormality or received a discharge diagnosis of ipsilateral TIA. A low number of arteries had severe (70% to 99%) luminal stenosis, precluding a statistical analysis. MR plaque characterization demonstrated good accuracy for identification of likely critical lesions. Larger-scale, prospective, and longitudinal studies of MR plaque characterization are needed to determine the accuracy of identification of presymptomatic type IV/V plaques (“vulnerable” state), which may benefit most from aggressive surgical, interventional, medical, or combination therapies.

MR plaque imaging methods have been tested extensively in preclinical models and subsequently studied in patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy, allowing a thorough histological exploration and testing of the techniques. Initial studies included ex vivo research and development to prove techniques on clinical imaging platforms and more recent ex vivo research to extend techniques to intravascular receiver
Further testing in vivo in patients scheduled for carotid endarterectomy provided histological correlation. A variety of techniques have been examined in this manner, including contrast-enhanced T1- and T2*-weighted imaging. White blood sequences to demonstrate fibrous cap rupture have been found useful in identifying recently symptomatic lesions in an endarterectomy patient series. Overall, studies have demonstrated that multispectral characterization is most accurate.

Prior MR plaque imaging studies have been performed weeks to months after a TIA/IS event, after aggressive medical therapy and significant plaque remodeling. The efficiency of our sequence allowed a complete 3D MR study of the carotid bifurcation in a clinically reasonable time. In this way, we sought to interrogate the ultrastructure of probable culprit plaques in situ predicted by the predominant model of acute disease, which is based on inherently limited surgical pathology. An additional advantage of our method was the increased resolution allowed by the 3D technique. Commonly, small imaging regions of interest most clearly demonstrated the key findings of type VI characterization. Other studies have uniformly utilized 2D imaging techniques that introduce sampling error. The potential advantage of 2D imaging is the ability to define a perpendicular imaging plane relative to the vessel axis orientation, improving resolution of the wall. Certainly, vessel obliquity frequently resulted in decreased resolution in the present study. However, advances in 3D imaging, use of dedicated surface coils, and parallel acceleration programs will eventually lead to fast isotropic voxel, high-resolution techniques, an important goal.

A recent histological study by Spagnoli et al, focusing on thrombotically active plaque, identified an association between a short interval from symptom onset to carotid endarterectomy and the prevalence of fresh thrombus in the histological specimen. Their data analysis stratified patient cases on the basis of time interval between TIA/IS and carotid endarterectomy. In the 25- to 30-month range, 8 of 18 cases (44%) demonstrated thrombotically active plaque. In the 0- to 2-month group, 32 of 32 cases (100%) demonstrated thrombotically active plaque. Our results confirm this observed association and extend it to the acutely symptomatic time frame (0 to 2 days). Overall, an AHA type VI plaque is equivalent to a thrombotically active plaque, which was observed in a significant proportion of those who suffered large-vessel or undetermined pathogenesis TIA/IS in our study population. However, the question of what lesion preceded the thromboembolic implicated lesion (whether defined as a thrombotically active plaque or type VI lesion) remains.

A limitation of our study is the lack of a gold standard histological reference. Histology will be available rarely in these patients because emergent carotid endarterectomy is not typically performed. In 1 case (Figure 2), we were able to confirm study findings of type VI plaque histologically in a patient with severe stenosis who underwent emergent carotid endarterectomy. This important example serves to demonstrate MRI techniques in acute rupture settings. Another limitation is the lack of a clinical service structured referral for inclusion. All clinical referrals for stroke protocol MRI were considered at our tertiary care center, and neurology service consultation was not required, possibly introducing selection error and bias.

Our plaque-grading technique builds on work of groups that have utilized multiple contrast weightings in plaque

Figure 4. A through E, Nonstenotic ruptured, hemorrhagic type VI plaque and acute embolic stroke. A 79-year-old man with hypertension presented with acute onset right-sided numbness, weakness, and inability to speak. He was imaged within 28 hours of symptom onset. A and B, T1- and T2-weighted blood-suppressed images demonstrate an abnormally thickened vessel wall with radial signal inhomogeneity suggesting type VI atherosclerotic plaque. C, Axially reformatted 3D MRA data demonstrate contrasted blood extending into the vessel wall as indicated by the arrowhead, tracking circumferentially between the 4 and 8 o’clock positions, a specific sign indicating plaque cap rupture and thereby confirming the type VI classification. The MRA maximum intensity projection (D) demonstrates a focal mild circumferential stenosis at the level of this plaque, indicated by the gray line. A representative section of the clinical cerebral diffusion-weighted image (E) demonstrates multiple acute left middle cerebral artery territory infarctions, indicated by white arrows.
characterization. White blood techniques have demonstrated ability in discerning integrity of the fibrous cap both indirectly and directly in conjunction with black blood techniques (Figures 3 and 4). T1- and T2-weighted images with blood signal suppression have always been a mainstay of the techniques. We did not include proton density–weighted imaging. This would have extended patient scanning time and added little information because T2 weighting is most important for characterization purposes.20,22,31 Other groups utilize single-contrast technique, weighted to be sensitive to T1 or T2* shortening, which is often associated with hemoglobin breakdown.29,46 We did not employ this technique. Instead, hemorrhage was identified subjectively on the basis of the T1, T2, and white blood images. Our technique may lack the agreement of single-contrast techniques. Nonetheless, we found substantial \( \kappa \) coefficients of agreement between observers for type VI plaque grading: 0.52 on the left and 0.57 on the right. Future isotropic voxel techniques should improve agreement.

Overall, our results demonstrate that MRI methods are clinically effective in the identification of probable culprit carotid bifurcation lesions in patients with suspected acute TIA/IS. Future studies, some currently ongoing,13 are necessary to determine whether MR plaque characterization can be used to reliably detect symptomatic lesions at increased risk of rupture.
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CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE

Ischemic stroke is a major source of morbidity and mortality in aging populations. The majority of ischemic stroke and precursor events of transient ischemic attack are cryptogenic, and therefore the medical management options for patients who have suffered transient ischemic attack/ischemic stroke are severely limited. Even after a full acute stroke/transient ischemic attack medical workup, clinicians are often left with no treatable source for the event and are therefore limited to risk factor modification and optimization of medical treatments for diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia in patients who are at high risk for subsequent events. Atherosclerosis at the carotid bifurcation is likely the major source for transient ischemic attack/ischemic stroke. The methods to detect critical atherosclerotic disease have essentially been limited to the identification of severely stenotic lesions via lumenography for the last 50 years. Stenotic lesions are uncommon, and a large number of critical lesions are likely being missed because of limitations of atherosclerosis lesion detection and characterization. Through noninvasive magnetic resonance imaging of the vessel wall, both stenotic and nonstenotic American Heart Association type VI atherosclerotic plaque demonstrating intramural hemorrhage, cap rupture, and/or thrombosis in situ can be identified. These type VI lesions are the likely source for cerebral thromboembolism as supported by the leading scientific models of thromboembolic stroke. If critical lesions can be identified, there is an opportunity for medical, surgical, or endovascular treatments of the patients who would benefit most. Furthermore, there would be an opportunity to monitor response to treatment. The potential clinical impact of magnetic resonance imaging of vulnerable carotid bifurcation atherosclerosis is great.
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